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ABSTRACT

The role of the architect is multi-fold and ambiguous - with a desire to have 
knowledge in everything, we seldom find refined expertise in anything. Contrary 
to the Vitruvian principle, architecture is no longer an imitation of nature,1  but 
rather contributes towards one of the greatest threats to natural systems: the 
built environment. With the climate crisis increasingly posing a threat to the 
pursuit of human survival, the building, design and construction industries must 
take on a critical view of their current operational systems in an attempt to 
restructure the overall generation and maintenance of the ecological landscape. 
Through studies conducted in studio and elective courses over a three-semester 
period, discussions centered around tackling this crisis at a wide variety of scales 
and media have presented a diverse platform in which the role of the architect 
can be productively restructured. 

A seemingly dramatic conclusion to the impending issues at hand, the end of 
the world is more discernable than substantive change to our socio-economic 
and political systems; however, while we can utilize technology to address many 
issues concerning productivity and production, ultimately change is needed 
within academic and practical application settings. In challenging what, how 
and how much we build, we can begin to substantially tackle the core issues 
that architecture perpetuates in educational discourse and industrial practices. 
Coupled with a fundamental understanding of factors such as the current energy 
paradigm, our production and consumption practices, global infrastructural 
systems, and architecture’s ability to operate as a transdisciplinary facilitator, the 
architect has a responsibility to address the climate crisis head-on. 
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The negative ecological impacts we are currently facing in the form of climate 
change have a deep history in human neglect of environmental landscapes, 
particularly when it comes to the issue of waste. Throughout time, streets, rivers, 
and landfills, among many other elements, have all served as vessels to house our 
waste. These practices have had drastic effects, typically resulting in the declining 
health of our ecological landscape and individual wellbeing. We frequently turn 
to governmental institutions and policies as a means to remedy environmental 
issues, but in most cases the proposals remain at the generic and exclusive level, 
ultimately limiting the range of solutions that can be implemented. The role of 
the architect is therefore to promote and support sustainable design measures 
through all phases of a project’s life. 
 
Architects “are faced with arbitrary requests and parameters that they do not 
establish in countries that they hardly know about issues which they are vaguely 
aware, and they are expected to solve problems that have been shown to be 
unsolvable for much better trained brains. By definition, architecture is a chaotic 
adventure. There is no determined field that generates the architecture, but it 
is an interrelation of many activities that are merged in a way in which it can’t 
be determined.” (Rem Koolhaas, S, M, L, XL) By this standard, architecture as 
a practice cannot be decoupled from social, economic, political and ecological 
factors, but architects primarily operate under a pretense that we are inherently 
problem solving rather than problematizing. The value of our work is often null 
unless it achieves a level of permanence; however, the climate crisis requires that 
we reanalyze this sentiment.  

THE ROLE OF THE ARCHITECT

1 Morris Hicky Morgan and Vitruvius 
Pollio, Vitruvius, The Ten Books on 
Architecture (Nabu Press, 2010).
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The current understanding of sustainability emphasizes that “...the social, 
environmental, and economic systems within which sustainable development 
must occur are constantly changing… therefore, increased resilience and 
adaptability must be added as a...pillar of sustainability.” (Institute for Sustainable 
Infrastructure, Envision v3, 11) As a practice that is deeply embedded in the 
causes of the climate crisis, architecture is complicit in ecological negligence and 
disruptive industry operations. Through a comprehensive understanding of what, 
how, and how much we build, we can attempt to establish a methodology by 
which we can begin to mitigate the crisis. 
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2 Project Documentation: Overcoming 
Carbon Form

We live and build in an environment that has been made thick with years of 
construction and demolition to accommodate increasingly unprecedented 
population growth and desired consumptions. Formulated heavily by the use 
of fossil fuels, our carbon economy is the backbone of our modern landscape, 
further enabled by the forms of capitalism that bleed into every aspect of life. 
Our landscape is built, and therefore defined, yet we continue to search for 
new lands to manipulate and shape. Ultimately, we need to come to terms with 
the possibility that the architect’s role is no longer to build anew but to work 
with the old - to provide facelifts, strategic analyses and methods of reuse at 
every scale. In academia we work towards doing this; in practice, however, many 
times we fail. “Some argue for the outright ‘dematerialization’ of construction, 
a drastic reduction in the amount of physical substance that goes into the 
built environment - in essence, ‘doing more and more with less and less until 
eventually you can do everything with nothing,’ (R. Buckminster Fuller).” (Angelil 
and Siress, 13-14)

Our architectural inheritance requires greater relevance in practice and discourse. 
Theory courses present us with ingenious solutions to resolving our ecological 
landscapes while addressing a trope of other given societal factors, but this 
resolution is lost when it comes to industry-based applications. In Elisa Iturbe’s 
seminar titled Overcoming Carbon Form,2  it is posited that architecture’s pivotal 
role in the climate crisis requires a fundamental reframing of our understanding 
of energy. An active awareness of our current energy paradigm, as defined by the 

WHAT WE BUILD: ADAPTIVE REUSE
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abundance of energy in the form of fossil fuels, helps structure a need for a shift 
away from a carbon economy and asks that we prevent the continual production 
of carbon forms in our built landscape.

Furthering studies on a critical level of what we built, an opportunity with Cornell 
University’s Design Connect team during the Fall 2020 semester gathered a 
group of students, including myself, to repurpose the Village of Waterloo’s 
historic Moore’s Furniture Store into an art center after 125 years. Currently 
standing as a timber-framed three story structure, the proposal includes spaces 
that take advantage of moments for natural daylighting and the integration of an 
artist-in-residence program. Initially prompted by budget constraints, the Village’s 
interests in an adaptive reuse project were enhanced following conversations of 
the historical value of the existing structure, contextual relevance and aesthetic 
and environmental concerns. 3 
 
When focusing on the building at a smaller scale, the opportunities for material 
reuse and redevelopment can be easily discerned. In Caroline O’Donnell and 
Dillon Pranger’s studio workshop, through a project titled Chiptonite,4  myself 
and a team (Nusaiba Khan and Felix Samo) studied the embodied potential of 
the potato chip bag. Prompted by the inability for the waste generated to be 
effectively recycled, the project proposed that this item be transformed into a 
valuable building material - formed into a blanket and stacked into semi-reflective 
columns. Along a different spectrum, under the direction of Marta Wisniewska, 
I challenged the potential use of a common food waste item - the eggshell - to 
become a biodegradable building material. Utilizing chemical properties found 
within the eggshell in cooperation with those of potato starch, a solid puck could 
be formed under the appropriate conditions (primarily concerned with accurate 
heating and cooling temperatures). 5  

Reuse provides a plethora of opportunities for material development and 
substantial waste reduction from streams other than construction. The 
possibilities that remain undetermined are infinite, ranging from the material to 
building scales. A strategic reframing of our material pool provides opportunities 
for an organic richness to be unearthed as well as a reduction in the energy 
exerted for pristine6  materials to be utilized.

3 Project Documentation: Design Connect 
– Village of Waterloo

4 Project Documentation: CHIPTONITE, 
p 20

5 Project Documentation: Biodegradable 
Eggshell Resin, p 24

6 “Pristine” is never truly pristine due to 
the inherent scarring that material 
extraction processes cause and 
the ensuing energy exertion that is 
needed for processing.
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The failures of sustainability are prevalent in everyday architecture at varying scales: 
the demolition of the Pruitt-Igoe apartment complex in Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
which let out a cloud of debris so large it demanded attention from architects 
throughout the U.S.; the gradual unpiecing of the Collegetown Bagels corner 
near the Cornell University campus; the mindless discarding of used aluminum-
plastic chip bags once the contents have been consumed,7 and everything in 
between. The disassembly of these projects are pathetic unwindings of the latent 
values that each component embodies, ultimately deeming it all as waste.8

Perhaps the closest attempt to achieving a sense of time while addressing the 
core components of assembly, use and disassembly is David Benjamin’s MoMA 
PS1 Warm Up submission, Hi-Fy, which turns to the transdisciplinary application 
of biology and architecture by applying the material practices of growth and 
decay,9  ultimately accepting the notion of impermanence. The acceptance of 
change and the creation of a path away from the physical scarring of the earth, 
by means of material extraction, foundational excavation, and waste generation, 
bring us significantly closer to grounding our future climate state. We need to 
shift our focus to a more holistic approach as we design, asking questions such 
as: what will happen to this project over time?; and, what are the ecological costs 
of building?

Developed simultaneously with a proposal for Overcoming Carbon Form in 
the format of “carbon accounting”,10  I developed a project proposal under the 

HOW WE BUILD: ASSEMBLE & DISASSEMBLE

7 Reference to CHIPTONITE, a project 
completed by Karisma Dev, Felix 
Samo & Nusaiba Khan for the 
Architecture + Ecology studio of the 
Cornell AAP M.S.AAD semester 
one program. Visit <https://blogs.
cornell.edu/msaad21/2020/11/11/
chiptonite/> for more information, 
p 20

8 Waste is defined as: “Objects or 
materials for which no use or reuse is 
intended.” as outlined by the State of 
California Cal Recycle program. Visit 
<www.calrecycle.ca.gov> for more 
information. 

9 David Benjamin, YAP 2014 Winner: 
Hy-Fi by The Living, MoMA, 
2014, <https://www.moma.org/
slideshows/74/0>.

10 Project Documentation: Overcoming 
Carbon Form – Carbon accounting 
refers to a breakdown of the energy 
expended in the generation of 
building materials, p 26
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direction of Florian Idenburg and Karilyn Johannesen for Soho Rep (a New York 
City based Repertory Theatre Company) that challenges actors, visitors and 
community members to interact with their accumulated waste.11 By displaying 
waste at the scale of props and sets in the form of a spatial catalog, individuals 
are required to produce new content and materials based exclusively off of what 
is existing; however, it is widely acknowledged that this cannot take place unless 
a certain ease of assembly and disassembly is integrated into the foundational 
design concepts of each item. As the architect’s role is to support and promote 
sustainable design principles throughout a project’s life, it is paramount that 
methods of assembly and disassembly are treated as core components of a 
project’s conception. 

11 Project Documentation: SOHO Rep: 
The Acts of Living, Performing and 
Reusing, p 28
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In their docuseries, The Next Thing You Eat: Burgers - Balanced Diet, David Chang 
and Morgan Neville use the American Hamburger as a means of exploring 
the drastic scale by which the widespread consumption of a singular product 
has significantly impacted the physical landscape as driven by a singular factor: 
capitalism.12  Production shaped by profit without consideration for the life cycle 
of the product results in wide-scale, irreversible destruction. Similarly, we see 
patterns of profit-driven production in architectural and urban discourse. 

Using food production as a vehicle to understand spatial developments, under 
the direction of Jesse LeCavalier in a project titled URBANANAS,13  myself and 
a team (Ien-Jung Chen, Aleksander Dmitrashchuk, Young June Lee and Felix 
Samo) used the banana as an icon to explore the global food chain of a raw 
produce commodity through a projective life cycle analysis and spatial urban 
prototype. This study revealed that, at the urban, building and consumer scales 
the consumption of an individual product can effectively shape the environmental 
landscape if proven to be profitable. 

As Willbanks & Kates frame in their text Global Change in Local Places: How 
Scale Matters, “it is clear that some of the driving forces for global [climate] 
change operate at a global scale...but it seems just as clear that many of the 
individual phenomena that underlie microenvironmental processes, economic 
activities, resource use, and population dynamics arise at a local scale.” (Wilbanks 
& Kates, 602) The scale and density at which we produce and consume within 

HOW MUCH WE BUILD: CAPITALISM 

12 David Chang & Morgan Neville, The 
Next Thing You Eat: Burgers - 
Balanced Diet (Hulu, 2021), 5:00.

13 Project Documentation: URBANANAS, 
p18
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the construction and design industry is catastrophic. For architects, many times 
sustainable design is manifested in forms of affordable housing, mass housing and 
small spatial footprints, but what they fail to realize is the operational ecological 
cost that building at this capacity requires. During a core studio led by Katharina 
Kral, titled Minimax,13  I was tasked with designing a multi-phase affordable mass-
timber housing complex in Brooklyn, New York. While the structural components 
addressed a sustainable, renewable material (timber), the spatial and occupational 
parameters of the studio and resulting projects did not produce particularly 
compelling proposals for sustainable design solutions. It was revealed through 
this studio that the unsustainable practices that have been implemented into 
practice remain at the forefront of green-design discourse. 

In his publication The Uninhabitable Earth, David Wallace Wells states that 
“humans don’t cause climate collapse, and nor does carbon. The problem is a 
particular arrangement of these elements…, [the greatest being] capitalism, the 
whole point of which is to find resources and exploit them.” (Wallace Wells, 
142) As a direct result of capitalism, we are rendered incapable of effectively 
implementing sustainable practices into every stream of our networked 
society. We are in a heavy surplus phase - the practice of architecture is no 
longer for shelter, but a method of commodifying a necessity. In Alexandra 
Quantrill’s seminar, Configurations of the Technical,  relations between technical, 
ecological and societal factors are challenged within the context of the built 
environment to test how the transforming presence of technology can be 
manifested in architecture. With an increase of the digital and knowledge of the 
latent infrastructures embedded within our landscapes, we have the power to 
drastically alter the ways in which we occupy space. We do not need more - we 
simply need to make it better. The role that building systems play in inhabitants’ 
comfort is greatly underestimated, but therein lies the power to achieve great 
spatial successes. As Koolhaas referenced in his outline of the architect’s role, it 
is our duty to understand all of the components of a working project, not just 
the building itself.14  

 13 Project Documentation: Minimax – The 
Domestic Playground, p 22

14 Rem Koolhaas and Bruce Mau, S, M, 
L, XL (New York: Monacelli Press, 
1998).
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When it comes to questions of scale, perspective, global markets and survival, 
as Fredric Jameson  tastefully claims, “it’s easier to imagine the end of the 
world than it is to imagine the end of capitalism.” (Wallace Wells, 144) Along 
this trajectory, as architects we have designed ourselves into a corner. We can 
transcend space, feeling, materiality, etc.; however, there is an urgency in which we 
need to implement change in architectural discourse that can subsequently be 
executed in practice. Each of the primary points addressed - what, how, and how 
much we build - can be addressed separately in the climate change conversation; 
however, architects cannot effectively tackle the climate crisis without a holistic 
consideration of all three. the construction and design industry is catastrophic.

 

FINAL NOTES
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URBANANAS 

CHIPTONITE 

DESIGN CONNECT: VILLAGE OF WATERLOO 

MINIMAX: DOMESTIC PLAYGROUND 

FANTASTIC MATERIALS & WHERE TO FIND THEM: BIODEGRADABLE 
EGGSHELL RESINS 

OVERCOMING CARBON FORM: SYRACUSE CENTER OF EXCELLENCE 

SOHO REP: THE ACTS OF LIVING, PERFORMING & REUSING 
 

COLLECTED WORKS (STUDIO + ELECTIVES)
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URBANANAS

Instructor: Jesse LeCavalier

Team: Ien-Jung Chen, Kar isma 
Dev, Aleksander Dmitrashchuk, 
Young June Lee and Felix Samo 

Date: Fall 2020

Through an urban systems study, 
the typology of the food hub 
is used to explore the ways in 
which socio-political and eco-
nomic fac tor s fur ther prob-
lematize the spatial inequalities 
generated as a resul t of the 
demand and consumption of 
commodity food items (such as 
raw produce that is not seasonal 
and/or native to areas where it is 
consumed). 
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How can new approaches to 
infrastructure support new food 
dis tr ibution ypologies , bet ter 
integration with local transpor t 
s y s tems ,  and more f l ex ib le 
dis tr ibut ion responses? How 
can challenging latent values of 
the food supply chain suppor t 
more equitable, convivial , and 
experientially rich environments?

Jesse LeCavalier
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SITE PLAN

ISOMETRIC

PERSPECTIVE 01

PERSPECTIVE 02

HOT LAMINATION

TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION

HOT LAMINATION

BLANKET ASSEMBLY
MODULE

VERTICAL FORM-FILL 
SEAL MACHINE

TRANSPORTATION & 
DISTRIBUTION

CONSUMER WASTE

WASTE 
COLLECTION

INCINERATION

COLLECTION & 
WASHING

LANDFILL

RAW MATERIAL 
EXTRACTION

POLYETHYLENE

POLYPROPYLENE

ALUMINUM

ISONOMER RESIN

PROCESS CAN BE 
COMPLETED AT A VARIETY 

OF SCALES, RANGING FROM 
DOMESTIC TO COMMERCIAL

2-PLY LAYERING OF 
UPCYCLED CHIP-BAGS INTO 

A STANDARD TWIN-SIZED 
BLANKET UTILIZING 96 CHIP 

BAGS
COMPACTED BLANKET WITH 

JOINTS THAT PROVIDE 
STRUCTURAL STABILITY

COLUMN
MODULES STAKED AS A 

COLUMN FOR THE USE IN 
THE PAVILION - STACKING 

QUANTITY IS ARBITRARY (1-2 
CAN BE USED AS A SEAT)

UNFOLDING

STACKINGFOLDING

HOW IT’S MADE

STAGES OF USE SECTION + SITUATIONAL VIGNETTES

X328.2M

PLASTIC 
BOTTLES 
& JUGS

NON-BOTTLE 
RIGID PLASTICS

OTHER (FOOD, 
PAPER, PLASTIC 
FILM)

METAL

GLASS

Metallized BOPP

LDPEBOPP

Surlyn

Created by Alex Muravevfrom the Noun Project

The average American consumes 6.6 pounds 
of potato chips a year

33% of Household Plastic Waste 7.5% of All Household Waste

Which translates to an average of 16 potato chip bags 
consumed per person per year

And contribute towards 19.5% of 
residential recycling collections 
contamination, often getting mistaken 
for paper during machine sorting

PLASTIC FILMS AND FOAMS MAKE UP:

A typical potato chip bag is made up of four 
layers of polymer materials pressed together, 
each layer performing a sepecific function

Although recyclable in theory, potato chip 
bags are made from different layers of 
materials that are too costly and difficult for 
recyclers to process

Metallized Biaxially Oriented Polypropylene (BOPP)
-Thin layer of sprayed aluminum combats high oxygen transmission 
rate found in BOPP and prevents light infiltration

Surlyn
-Impact toughness, abrasion resistance, chemical and oil resistance
-Only clear plastic able to hold ink for packaging option

Second Layer of BOPP
-High strength, minimum thickness, excellent oil and water protection
-Chemically neutral and nontoxic, may be reused or incinerated

Low-density Polyethylene (LDPE)
-Flexible, moisture repelling, lightweight, sealing, low cost
-Poor gas resistance, tendency to develop static charge

PLASTIC 
BOTTLES 
& JUGS

NON-BOTTLE 
RIGID PLASTICS

OTHER (FOOD, 
PAPER, PLASTIC 
FILM)

METAL

GLASS

Utilizing America’s favorite snack’s packaging, CHIPTONITE repurposes the deceptively minimal, and 
non-recyclable plastic-aluminum composite of chip bags. Composed of several layers of different 
types of resin-plastic and aluminum films, each layer is heat pressed and laminated onto one another, 
making them as close to being a singular material as possible. Compositionally operating as an 
excellent thermal, moisture and air barrier, this material is incredibly strong and pliable, making it easy 
to open and resistant to any superficial damage. Cheap raw materials and production processes, as 
well as easy availability, create an abundance of construction material waiting to be utilized. 

NUMBER OF 
PLYS (LAYERS)

TEMPERATURE LAYERING/SHINGLES VERTICAL & HORIZONTAL 
LOADS

INFLATION AS OBJECT

** SEE IMAGE SERIES VIDEO 

** COLD SHOCK MOLDED 

**

**

**

**

**

AMERICA’S #1 SNACK FOOD

MATERIAL TESTING ASSEMBLAGE

MODULE PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

CHIPTONITE

Instructors: Caroline O’Donnell 
& Dillon Pranger

Team: Kar isma Dev, Nusaiba 
KhaN, and Felix Samo

Date: Fall 2020 

Using a material reuse study that 
employed the chip bag as a valu-
able building material, this proj-
ect explored the ways in which 
unders tanding the embodied 
energy and chemical proper-
ties of cer tain items that have 
been deemed as waste can be 
transformed into a novel building 
medium. 
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DESIGN CONNECT: VILLAGE 
OF WATERLOO

Instructor: Michael Tomlan 

Team: Adam Baily, Grace Cheng, 
Nattane Deruytter, Karisma Dev, 
Nasha Gitau, Katie Latchford, 
Fe l ix Samo, Dhyan Sharma , 
Xinyue Shen

Date: Fall 2020

Addressing an RFP for the Village 
of Waterloo, this adaptive reuse 
project was located at the for-
mer site of Moore’s Furniture 
Store and required that i t be 
transformed into a community 
art center that would attract art-
ists and patrons from a variety 
of art forms. Given the buildings 
125-year his tor y, our project 
team identif ied the importance 
of retaining as many of the exist-
ing elements as possible. 
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M I N I M A X :  D O M E S T I C 
PLAYGROUND

Instructor: Katharina Kral 

Team: Karisma Dev 

Date: Spring 2021

This design s tudio prompted 
students to design under the 
pretense of a phased-develop-
ment site for af fordable hous-
ing in B rook lyn ,  New Yor k . 
Sustainabili ty was dr iven pre-
dominantly through the core 
structural material – mass tim-
ber; however, the overall ecologi-
cal footprint of the building was 
still left unref ined, as the build-
ing systems and operations were 
generally given lit tle consider-
ation in most project proposals.

STANDING

DOMESTIC BODY MOVEMENTS PROGRAM ASSEMBLIES

COOKING EATING WORKING - LARGE WORKING - SMALL

RESTROOM USE WASHING MEDITATING SLEEPING DRESSING

EXTERIOR 
VIEWING - SMALL

LIVING 

EATING/COOKING

WORKING

WASHING

SLEEPING

LOUNGING SITTING EXTERIOR 
VIEWING - LARGE

STRETCHING

PHASE 01
SECTION AA

1’0” : 1/4”

AA

PHASE 01
GROUND FLOOR PLAN 

1’0” : 1/4”N

SOUTHERN ENTRANCE

3 BEDROOM APARTMENT

3 BEDROOM APARTMENT

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT

NORTHERN ENTRANCE

1 BEDROOM 
APARTMENT

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT

GUIDELINES FOR DESIGN:
I. FLEXIBILITY OF USE
 + Actively incorporate potential for spatial transformations
 + Create opportunities for daily uses transformations with
 vertical and horizontal spatial thresholds
II. OPTIMIZED PERFORMANCE
 + Account for occupancy between 1 to 4 people; any greater
 requires additional units due to congested
 shared and in-between spaces
 + Implement opportunities for visceral material connections
 +Create opportunities for spontaneos happenings 
Iiii. MEDIATE URBAN AND RURAL
 + Incorporate integrated approaches to mediating inside and
 outside
 + Challenge the contextual placement of a single unit as well as
 the agglommeration of units
IV. MAXIMIZE AND MINIMIZE
 + Maximize the occupiable square footage through overlapping
 functional applications of living
 + Minimize the building footprint

RESPONSE: By analyzing natural movements of the human body and actively incorporating design decisions that address potential cognitive 
responses through a basic understanding of the functions of living within the domestic realm, we can create a playground for design to 
address notions of physical and mental health. By inherently embedding notions of sustainability through conservative allocations of spaces, 
allocating soft, hard and flexible programs and strategically extending the usable lifespans of spaces, healthy affordable housing can become 
actively more achievable for a wider audience of inhabitants.

RESEARCH QUESTION: How can we quantify and qualify actions of the human body to create spatial interventions that promote domestic 
occupiable efficiency?

PROBLEM: Lack of efficient housing that addresses issues of mental and physical health of occupants

STEPS FOR DEVELOPMENT:
1. MIND
 + Create visceral sensory experiences through material and
 spatial applications 
  + Incorporate human cognitive understandings into spatial
 divisions within the domestic realm
 + Outline programmatic requirements for housing
 necessities/basic human needs
II. BODY
  +  Analyze movements of the human body in the domestic realm
 + Implement conservative allocations of occupiable spaces
III. UNIT
  + Distinguish domestic programs as soft, hard and
 flexible/in-between    
 +Assemble spaces with active potentials for spatial
 transformations over the span of an inhabitants day and lifetime
 + Maximize occupiable square footage
IV. BUILDING
 + Minimize  the occupant, unit and building footprint
 + Imbed notions of sustainable building construction methods
 (ideally at every scale)

SOFT
LINES

HARD
LINES
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How can we quantify and qualify 
actions of the human body to 
create spatial interventions that 
promote domestic occupiable 
efficiency? 

“Projects should: Have a strong 
relation to the neighborhood 
(u r ban des i gn and bu i l d i ng 
planning). Meet the needs of 
househo lds  and i nd i v idua l s 
(a p a r t m e n t  p l a n n i n g  a n d 
access ib le des ign) .  Promote 
greater equitability and health 
outcomes . Encourage ac t ive 
de s i g n .  U t i l i ze  s u s t a i n ab l e 
or renewable produc t s and 
promote ener g y e f f i c i enc y. 
Select sustainable features that 
can potentially reduce operating 
costs.”

NYC HDP
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FANTASTIC MATERIALS AND 
WHERE TO F IND THE M : 
BIODEGRADABLE EGGSHELL 
RESINS 

Instructor: Marta Wisniewska

Team: Karisma Dev

Date: Spring 2021

Driven by a challenge to rethink 
unconvent iona l  sour ces for 
building mater ials , this course 
resulted in the production of a 
bio-degradable eggshell resin, 
consisting of dehydrated egg-
shells and potato starch. Similar 
to Chiptonite, the opportunities 
for reuse prompted thought pro-
cesses that factored into the con-
sideration of energy expended, 
production methods and subsid-
iary waste produced (i.e. here, 
that was predominantly water, as 
everything else was a food prod-
uct that could be consumed). 
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H o w  c a n  w e  c r e a t e  a 
b iodegr adab le ,  food-was te -
b a s e d  m a t e r i a l  t h a t  i s 
environmentally friendly and as 
durable as resin-based products?

B iocomposi te eggshel l resins 
are not a new development - 
they have been studied since 
the late 1990s as a sustainable 
al ternat ive to plas t ics within 
the medical industry; however, 
there has not been an integrated 
ded i c a t ion to s tudy ing t he 
potentials of the material’s use. 
In their undergraduate thesis 
titled Learning from Fine Dining, 
Kar isma Dev and Fel ix Samo 
conducted introductory research 
into mater ia l  deve lopment s 
s temming from biocomposite 
eggshe l l res ins as a bui ld ing 
mater ial . Similar in proper ties 
to terrazzo, which is commonly 
used for f looring, counter tops, 
and facade tiles, this bio-based 
mater ia l  posed a promis ing 
alternative to the traditionally 
c r a d l e - t o - g r a v e  m a t e r i a l . 
Testing the composition of the 
biocomposite eggshells, Dev and 
Samo found that many fossil-fuel 
based ingredients could safely 
and ef fectively be substituted 
for food-based materials such as 
food-safe silicone, olive oil as a 
release agent and epoxy resin

Recipes for Speculation: Potato 
Plastics and Eggshell Aggregates
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MATERIALS & 
RESOURCES

INNOVATION IN DESIGNINDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL 
QUALITY

SUSTAINABLE SITES ENERGY & 
ATMOSPHERE

WATER EFFICIENCY

RESEARCH OFFICES

INTERSTITIAL TESTING 
SPACE + OFFICES

RESEARCH OFFICES

PUBLIC SHOWROOM/
EXHIBITION SPACE

BUS STOP

PARKING LOT

PARKING LOT

I-81 HIGHWAY 

CENTRO DOWNTOWN 
SYRACUSE BUS LINE

I-81 & I-690 INTERCHANGES

ABANDONED TRAIN 
STATION

SOLAR-POWERED EV 
CHARGING STATION

MATERIALS WORKSHOP

MECHANICAL ROOM

PUBLIC GARDEN

LEED SCORECARD 
METRICS
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40% OF OCCUPANTS 
SPEND THE MAJORITY OF 
THEIR TIME IN THE 
BUILDING FROM 9AM - 
12PM IN THE RESEARCH 
OFFICES

30% OF OCCUPANTS 
SPEND THE MAJORITY OF 
THEIR TIME IN THE 
BUILDING FROM 
12PM-3PM IN THE 
RESEARCH OFFICES

15% OF OCCUPANTS 
SPEND THE MAJORITY OF 
THEIR TIME IN THE 
BUILDING FROM 3PM - 
6PM IN THE PUBLIC 
SHOWROOM AND 
MATERIALS WORKSHOP

15% OF OCCUPANTS 
SPEND THE MAJORITY OF 
THEIR TIME IN THE 
BUILDING FROM 6PM-9PM 
IN THEMECHANICAL 
ROOM

9AM-12PM

12PM-3PM

3PM-6PM

6PM-9PM

BACK PAN TO MATCH CURTAINWALL FRAMING

GLASS

C
A

RB
O

N
 F

O
RM

CONCRETE 

STEEL

LANDFILL

LANDFILL

LANDFILL

MANUFACTURING

PRODUCTION

PROCESSING

PROCESSING

SAND MINING

STONE QUARRYING

ORE MINING BLAST FURNACE MANUFACTURING

APPLICATION

APPLICATION

APPLICATION

C
A

RB
O

N
 F

O
RM

C
A

RB
O

N
 F

O
RM

12” RAISED FLOOR SYSTEM

SEALANT CONT.

CURTAIN WALL ‘KAWNEER 1600’
2-SIDED SSG SYSTEM
W/ECKLITE GLAZING

INSULATED GLASS W/ FRIT

CURTAIN WALL ‘KAWNEER 1600’
2-SIDED SSG SYSTEM

W/ SOLERA GLAZING OR APPROVED EQUAL

CURTAIN WALL ‘KAWNEER 1600’
2-SIDED SSG SYSTEM

W/ SOLERA GLAZING OR APPROVED EQUAL

STEEL ANGLE TO ATTACH VERTICAL 
CW MULLIONS

SECTION DETAIL WALL TYPE 02
MATERIAL 

COMPOSITION 

PROGRAMMATIC 
ASSEMBLY

CARBON FORM CAN REFER TO SPECIFIC RELATIONAL 
OR POSITIONAL MATTERS

WHILE THE SYRACUSE COE IN ITSELF IS NOT A CARBON 
FORM, ARCHITECTURE CANNOT BE SEPARATED FROM 
THE CULTURE IT IS A PRODUCT OF OR EXIST DEVOID OF 
ITS CONTEXT, FOR WHICH THE SYRACUSE COE AIDS 
CARBON MODERNITY AS IT PERPETUATES THE 
REPLICATION OF CARBON FORM, ULTIMATELY 
BECOMING A CARBON FORM ITSELF

CARBON FORM CAN BE DEFINED BY FORMAL AND 
SPATIAL ORGANIZATIONS THAT BEGIN TO INDEX THE 
SPECIFICITIES OF CARBON ENERGY

ALTHOUGH THE SYRACUSE COE MOST EVIDENTLY 
APPEARS TO NOT BE A CARBON FORM AT THE 
BUILDING SCALE, ITS SPATIAL DISPOSITIONS AND 
PROGRAMMATIC RELATIONSHIPS, COUPLED WITH THE 
PROJECT’S SITING AND USAGE PATTERNS, HINT AT A 
MUCH MORE COMPLEX UNDERSTANDING THAT 
MOVE AWAY FROM THE BUILDING AS A PURE 
SUSTAINABLE MODEL

CARBON FORM IS THE BUILDING BLOCK OF THE 
CONTEMPORARY CITY AND ARCHITECTURAL 
EXPRESSION

DESPITE THE SUSTAINABLE EFFORT BEHIND THE COE’S 
MATERIAL ASSEMBLIES, THE EXTRACTION PROCESSES 
THAT TOOK PLACE BEFORE CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
SYRACUSE COE EVEN BEGAN ALREADY POSITION THE 
PROJECT AS A CARBON FORM, HEAVILY DEPENDENT 
ON ENERGY AND SPACE IN ORDER TO PROCURE, 
PROCESS, TRANSPORT, AND IMPLEMENT THE 
MATERIALS THAT WOULD EVENTUALLY FORM THE 
BUILDING

SYRACUSE COE: CARBON FORM OR CARBON ENABLER? 

URBAN 
CONTEXT 

O V E R C O M I N G  C A R B O N 
FORM: SYRACUSE CENTER OF 
EXCELLENCE

Instructor: Elisa Iturbe

Team: Karisma Dev & Felix Samo 

Date: Fall 2021

Recenter ing the methods for 
addressing the climate crisis, this 
theory course positioned archi-
tecture as a vital practice for 
f inding solutions through an in-
depth analysis of our landscape 
as a carbon form. Viewing our 
occupational and spatial develop-
ments through the three primary 
energy paradigms, architecture’s 
relationship with fossil-capitalism 
can continue to shape our future 
ecological landscape. 

CARBON FORM OR CARBON ENABLER? 
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“Carbon form can also refer to 
specif ic relational or positional 
matters. For example, a spinach 
leaf in itself is not a carbon form. 
But a spinach leaf grown with 
petroleum-based pesticides and 
fer tilizers, sown and harvested 
with gasoline-fueled machinery, 
packed in a plas tic container, 
delivered on a truck , and sold 
in an air-conditioned Walmar t 
s upe r s to r e  s u r r ounded by 
open expanses of asphal t is , 
i f not a carbon form in i tself , 
a commodi t y that c i rcu lates 
w i t h i n  a  comp lex ne t wor k 
of carbon forms and def ines 
specific relationships within that 
network.” 

Elisa Iturbe, Architecture and 
the Death of Carbon Modernity, 
Log 47

OVERCOMING CARBON FORM
SYRACUSE COE: OVERCOMING CARBON FORM

CONSTRUCTION 
PROCESSES

TRANSPORTATION 
TO SITE

WOOD 
EXTRACTION

PROCESSING AND PART 
MANUFACTURING

PROCESSING AND 
MANUFACTURING

TRANSPORTATION TO 
PROCESSING PLANT

TRANSPORTATION TO 
PROCESSING PLANT

SAND MINING

TRANSPORTATION 
FROM SITE

MATERIAL 
COMPOSITION 

INTERVENTIONS AT THE MATERIAL SCALE CAN BEGIN TO TACKLE 
IDEAS OF CARBON FORM

WHILE THE GLASS COMPONENT OF THE COE HAS BEEN 
ACCEPTED AS A NECESSARY GIVEN, ALTERATIONS TO THE 
EXTENSIVE USE OF CONCRETE IN FAVOR OF A MORE HOLLISTIC 
APPLICATION OF LOCAL TIMBER CONSTRUCTION ARE ABLE TO 
DIRECTLY COMBAT PRECONCEIVED NOTIONS OF CARBON 
FORM THROUGH REDUCTIONS IN TRANSPORTATION AND 
CONSIDERED MATERIAL APPLICATIONS

FURTHERMORE, BY TAPPING INTO NOTIONS OF SHARING 
ECONOMIES AND DESIGNING FOR DISASSEMBLY, THE 
ESTABLISHED MATERIAL FLOWS CAN ALSO BE INTERRUPTED AS 
TO EXTEND THE MATERIAL LIFE CYCLES AND PROLONG CARBON 
STORAGE AT THE SITE

UTILIZING THE COE AS AN URBAN PROTOTYPE, WE CAN 
BEGIN TO ADDRESS ISSUES OF TRANSPORTATION, 
ACCESSIBILITY, AND LANDSCAPING

THE REMOVAL OF I-81, WHICH PREVIOUSLY DISSECTED 
DOWNTOWN SYRACUSE, ELIMINATES A SPATIAL 
HIERARCHY BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT 
SOCIOECONOMIC NEIGHBORHOODS AROUND THE 
SITE

THIS INTERVENTION ALLOWS FOR SUBSEQUENT 
APPLICATIONS OF DISPERSED BUS STOPS AND NATIVE 
GREENERY THAT ARE ABLE TO POPULATE THE SITE AND 
CREATE A NETWORK THAT PRIORITIZES THE INDIVIDUAL 
OVER THE AUTOMOBILE, EFFECTIVELY TACKLING IDEAS 
OF CARBON FORM

SUMMER: DICENTRA 
EXIMIA (BLEEDING 
HEART)

UPSTATE NEW YORK 
NATIVE PLANT

FLOWERING PLANT 
WITH FERN-LIKE 
LEAVES 

MAXIMUM HEIGHT: 
1-2 FEET

SPRING: CLETHRA 
ALNIFOLIA(SWEET 
PEPPERBUSH)

UPSTATE NEW YORK 
& VERMONT NATIVE 
PLANT

FLOWERING SHRUB

MAXIMUM HEIGHT: 
6-12 FEET

FALL: VACCINIUM 
ANGUSTIFOLIUM 
(LOWBUSH 
BLUEBERRY)

UPSTATE NEW YORK 
&CANADIAN   
NATIVE  PLANT

BERRY-PRODUCING 
SHRUB 

MAXIMUM HEIGHT: 
1-2 FEET

WINTER: SCIRPUS 
PERINUS 
(WOOLGRASS)

UPSTATE NEW YORK 
NATIVE PLANT

FLOWERING SHRUB

MAXIMUM HEIGHT: 
6-7 FEET

URBAN CONTEXT 

NATIVE 
PERRENIALS:

ABANDONED TRAIN 
STATION

PROPOSED CENTRO STOPS

PROPOSED CENTRO BUS 
ROUTE

PROPOSPED 
GREENSCAPES COMPOSED 
OF NATIVE PERRENIALS
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SOHO REP: THE ACTS OF 
LIVING, PERFORMING AND 
REUSING 

Instructors: Florian Idenburg & 
Karilyn Johannesen 

Team: Karisma Dev 

Date: Fall 2021

This design studio responds to 
New York City’s Soho Repertory 
Theatre’s need for a new per-
formance and production space, 
located in the For t Greene 
neighborhood of Brooklyn. In 
addition to the required black-
box theatre and ar tis t- in-res-
idence house , th is proposa l 
incorporates an integrated net-
work of reuse between theatres 
in Brooklyn while strategically 
creating spatial catalog of waste 
throughout the neighborhood 
for actors, directors, writers, visi-
tors and community members to 
engage with. 
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“ Soho Rep. prov ides r adica l 
theater makers with productions 
of the highest caliber and tailor-
made  deve l opme n t  a t  key 
junctures in their artistic practice. 
We elevate ar tists as thought 
leaders and citizens who change 
the f ield and society. Ar tis t ic 
au tonomy i s  pa r amount  a t 
Soho Rep.—we encourage an 
unmediated connection between 
artists and audiences to create a 
springboard for transformation 
and r ich civic l i fe beyond the 
walls of our small theater.” 

SOHO Rep, Project Client
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